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ON WEIGHTED NORM INEQUALITIES

FOR THE LUSIN AREA INTEGRAL

BY

CARLOS SEGOVIA AND RICHARD L. WHEEDENi1)

ABSTRACT. It is shown that the Lusin area integral for the unit circle is a

bounded operator on any weighted Lp space, 1 < p < oo, on which the conjugate

function is a bounded operator.  Results are also proved for the case  0 < p < 1.

1.   Introduction.  The purpose of this paper is to derive several weighted norm

inequalities for the Lusin area integral.  Specifically, let f(z), z = rel<r>, be a

function which is either harmonic or analytic in the disc   |z| < 1, and let

Sif)i6)= I jj\i^f)irel4,)\2rdrdcb\n,

where Vid) = Vid, 8), 0 < 8 < 1, is the open conical region bounded by the two

tangents from el     to   |z| = 8 and the more distant arc of  |z| = §  between the

points of contact.  If / is analytic and belongs to the Hardy space  H'',  0 < p < oo,

then by [ll]

(¡Insifn8)d8y/p<c(fi«\fi8)\pdey/p,

where fid) denotes the boundary value of ./at e' and c is a constant indepen-

dent of /. For a real-valued harmonic /(z) which is the Poisson integral of fid),

the same inequality holds for 1 < p < oo and there is of course a weak-type result

when  p= 1.

For harmonic  / and   I < p < oo, we will be interested in deriving the inequality

(i.i) (y^sif)K6)wid)ddy/P <c(^\fid)\pwid)dß\up

for a large class of nonnegative periodic weight functions  w.  We will also give

related results when  0 < p < 1.  Some problems of this kind for very special
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104 CARLOS SEGOVIA AND R. L. WHEEDEN [February

weights  w have already been studied in [8] and [10].

In order to give a better description of the class of weight functions that we

will consider, let us briefly recall the results proved in [7] and [13] for the con-

jugate function.   Let  fid), 0 < 6 < 2n, be periodic and integrable over  (0, 2zt),

and let

ne) = p.v. i r  iid - *> d^
2 tan (0/2)

be its conjugate function.   In [7], H. Helson and G. Szegö proved the remarkable

result that

(sin \7í6)\2wi8)ddy/2 <c(sin \fíe)\2wí8)ddy/2

with  c independent of  / if and only if  w = eu+    where   zz  is a bounded function

and  v   is the conjugate (normalized as above) of a bounded function  v satisfy-

ing   ||f||     < Ttl 2 (strict inequality).   Whenever a weight function w  satisfies this

condition we shall say that it has the Helson-Szegö form.

In [13] it is shown that  w  has the Helson-Szegö form if and only if

}frfr(e)de)^f¡wí6)-xde)<c,

for every inteval / which has length less than or equal to  2?7 and center in

(0, 2n), with  c  independent of  /.   Moreover, it is shown that a necessary and

sufficient condition for the inequality

S (ST \f^\Pw^de) Up < c(/r l/(0)|M0)¿e)'

for a given p, 1< p < <x, is that  w  satisfy the condition

A (JL f^öWöV-L fwid)-x/(p-x)de)
p \\i\ J'        /\\i\J> i

/p

p-i
< c.

with c  independent of /, for intervals  /  of the kind described above.

A simple application of Holder's inequality shows that if w  satisfies   A

for a given p  then it also satisfies  A    for any  q with p < q < °°.   In particular,

if  w satisfies  A     (C  )  for some p < 2 then it satisfies   A,  (C-,), and so has
P       P ¿       ¿

the Helson-Szegö form.

It is simple to check that  w satisfies  A    for some p,  1 < p < oo, if and

only  if w'l/(p~l) satisfies A  ,, 1/p + 1/p' = 1.   Thus if w satisfies  Ap  (Cp)

for some p > 2, then since  p'  < 2,   w~X/(p~X)   has  the  Helson-Szegö form.

A certain weak-type result  Cj   for p = 1   is also derived in [13], the nec-

essary and sufficient condition then being
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Al w*id)<cwid),

where

w >«?) =        Sup        ~    (wicb)dcb

r»0;\i\<2n I'l

is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of w.

In the case p > 1, our main result is that any weight which satisfies  C

also satisfies (1.1).   In fact we shall prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1.   Let  1 < p < oo.    If w satisfies C    and f is a harmonic function

which satisfies

(1.2) Sup    ( f2n\fire'e)\t>wid)ddY'P = M<
0<r<l   \ '0<r<l

then

if2oTrsif)"id)wid)ddy p <cm

with  c  independent of f.

As we shall show in Lemma 6 below, hypothesis (1.2) for a w satisfying A    actual-

ly amounts to assuming that /(re' ) is the Poisson integral of a function ¡Í8) satisfying

Cj/M < (Pon\fíd)\pwí6)de\vp<c2M.

We prove the case p > 2  of Theorem 1 in §3.   In §4, we prove the case 1

< p < 2 as well as state and derive several related results and corollaries for

0 <p < 1.   §2 contains various known facts and lemmas that we will need in

the later sections.

This paper is intended as a step in finding weighted versions of Littlewood-

Paley  theorems.   It leaves open several interesting  problems, such as non-

periodic versions, extensions to higher dimensions and the validity of an inequal-

ity opposite to that given in Theorem 1.   These questions will be treated in a

sequel to this paper.   We are indebted to Professor B. Muckenhoupt and Professors

C. Fefferman and E. M. Stein for making preprints of their papers [12] and [4] available to us.

2.   Preliminaries.  We begin by observing that if  w satisfies condition A   ,

1 < p < oo, then

(2.1) —   (wíd)dd*(—    Í wid)'Uip-l)dd V
|/| h V|/| h )

■(p-i)
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by which we mean that there exist positive constants   c.   and  c-   such that
1   *""  "2

■i*(l7j S,w{d)dd) (ii, Ír^-mp'1)de)P~l * C2

for all relevant intervals /.   The right-hand inequality is just  A  ; and the left-

hand inequality with  c1 = 1  follows by applying Holder's inequality to   1 =

\I\~X f,wid)X/t>wid)-l/pdd   with exponents p  and p',   1/p + 1/p' = 1.

Suppose now that w has the special form wiO) = ev '  ^ where viO) is a bound-

ed function.   With such a function  w we shall associate the analytic function

Wiz) = ev{-z>~lví-:z)¡ where  viz)  and viz) denote the Poisson and conjugate

Poisson integrals of vi8).   (See also [7].)   Thus

(2-2) |W(z)| = ev(z) has boundary values  ev(6) = w(d).

If, in addition, ||fH     < 77/2  (strict inequality) then  w is integrable over  (0,

277).   (In fact, by [14, p. 254], w  is integrable to a power p. > 1.)   In this case,

let wiz) denote the Poisson integral of w.   Since  viz)  is the Poisson integral

of  log wid), it follows easily from Jensen's inequality for convex functions that

\W(z)\ < wiz).   In particular, W e H1.   Since   \viz)\ < c < jt/2,  |W(z)| «a Re[W(z)].

(See  [6]  and [7, p. 131].)   Since the harmonic function Re[W(z)]   is the Poisson

integral of its boundary values, and these boundary values are   ev(  'cosrXö) =

wid) cos vid) m wiO), we have

(2.3) |W(z)| % wiz)    if wid) = e^9) with   H^ < 77/2.

In particular, if we denote  wi8)~l = e~v^   ' by  wxi0) and observe that   wx

has the same form as  iz<, we see that its Poisson integral wxiz) ^ |W(z)~"   |.

Thus,

(2.4) wiz)wxiz)^l     if wid) = e^{6) with   \\v\\oo< jt/2.

Lemma 1.   // wid) = ev( '  with  ||v||     < zt/2  then w satisfies A2 and

(2.5) w(Teie)*j—L_   f z¿<(</>)#.
1  _ r   J|o-0|<l-r

Simple estimates on the Poisson kernel   Pir, 6) show that  P(r, ö) ^

1/(1 - r)  for |0| < 1 - z-.   Thus for any Poisson integral gire' j =

f*    g(ö _ fi) Pir, (f))d(b with  g > 0, we have

«<^T^W,«(*-*W-
Therefore, by (2.4),

c, > wire'e)w Are'6) > cwirei0) (-L.   [,a   ,. uz(0)" 1 ¿A
1   - 1 \j  _   r    J   \ö-<p\<l-T j
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which in turn implies that

c. >c

This inequality shows that w satisfies A2 for all intervals / of length less than

1. But since w and w~ ate integrable, the condition for 1 < |/| < 2z7 is immedi-

ate. Thus w satisfies A.,. But then the former inequality together with (2.1) for

p = 2 gives

w(rei$)< —   f w(cb)dcb.
- 1_ T J \6-4>\<l-r

The following two important properties of weights  w satisfying A    are proved

in [12].

Lemma 2.   Let f*i6) = Supí30 \i\<2r7\I\~1f¡\fí<f>)\dcb be the Hardy-Littlewood max-

imal ¡unction of f.    Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the inequality

(/*nf *ie?wie)dey/p < c(f™\fid)\"w(d)de)' ip

for some p, 1 < p < oo, z's íz??ozí  zzz  satisfy A  .

A weak-type version of Lemma 2 for  p = 1  was obtained earlier by C. Feffer-

man and E. M. Stein [5].

It follows easily from Holder's inequality that a weight   w which satisfies

A   also satisfies A    for all  q > p.   The next lemma states essentially that  w

also satisfies  At       for sufficiently small  e > 0.
P-e '

Lemma 3.   // w satisfies A    for some p,   1 <   p < oo, there exists p. > 1

szzcâ //zai  izz   1   satisfies  A     and' P

(aJ."w',*),/',*iH"<»*
/or a// /

The next lemma states some useful known relations between Poisson inte-

grals and Hardy-Littlewood maximal functions.

Lemma 4. Let giz) be the Poisson integral of a nonnegative function g and

let Vire1 ) be the conical region bounded by the tangents from re1 to \z\ = 8 and

the more distant arc of \z\ = 8 between the points of contact.   Then

Sup     giz)>c     Sup        j j gid + cb)dcb.

V(rel9) l-ri(<_77  '       '^l<f

Moreover, there is a constant y which depends on 8 such that
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Sup     giz)<c Sup 1      f gie + cb)dcb.

nrei6) ra-T)<«_n<   JH<f

Recalling that (1 - r)|VP(r, d)\ < cPir, 0) tot  \6\ < n we obtain as a special

corollary of Lemma 4 that  (1 - r)|Vg(re!  )|   is majorized by a constant times the

Hardy-Littlewood maximal function  g*(ö)  of  g.

The following lemma, which is due to L. Carleson [3], and some of its var-

iants play an important role in what follows.

Lemma 5.   Let píz)  be a nonnegative measure in  \z\ < 1  which satisfies

piS) < cl for all sets S of the form S = \reid: r > 1 - /, 9Q < 6 < dQ + l\, 0 < / < 1.

Then there is a constant A  depending only on p so that

ff    |G(z)|^(z)y/P<Ac||G||
z\<\ I

for all G £ H", p > 0.

This lemma has been generalized and given simpler proofs in [9] and [5].   We

will need the lemma as stated as well as in an analogous form for special sub-

domains of |z| < 1.   The simple proof given in [5] is especially helpful in obtain-

ing this-

Lemma 6.   Suppose that w satisfies A    for some p,   1 < p < oo, and let

fire1)  be harmonic in  \z\ < 1.   Then

Q6) Sup ( f2on\firei9)\pwid)ddy/P = M< oc
0<r<l ^

if and only if fire1  )  is the Poisson integral of a function  fiO) satisfying

(2.7) {J2"\fid)\pwid)ddy/P <°°-

Moreover, if]" \fiÔ)\p wi6) dd)1/p * M.

First we note that any function gid) tot which f 0u\gid)\pu{d)dd < oo necessarily

belongs to  L   '  for some p. > 1.   In fact, choosing  1 < p. < p, we have from

Holder's inequality that

r\eie)\Pldo= P'iíWfM*)'1" .wWTPl'Pu
Jo J o

But ip/p, - 1) converges to l/ip - l) from above as  p^ —» 1  and w    e sat-

isfies A    (Lemma 3).   Therefore the second integral on the right is finite for p l

sufficiently close to   1.
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Thus if / satisfies (2.6), then

Sup    (i2;\fire'S)\Pxdß)1/Px < oc

for some  px> 1.   Since  / is harmonic it must then be the  Poisson integral of a

function fid).   Hence  fire' ) converges to  fid) almost everywhere as  r —» 1, and

it follows from (2.6) and Fatou's lemma that

(j2"\fí6)\pwíd)ddY/P<M.

Conversely, if fire' )  is the Poisson integral of a function fid)  satisfying

(2.7) then

( J7 \f(rei6 )\pwid)dd) UP<c (j]77 \f*íd)\pwíd)\dd y
fP

where  /    is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of  fid).   (2.6) now follows from

Lemma 2.

3.  The case  2 < p < oo.  In this section we will prove Theorem 1 for p > 2.

Thus let  w(d) satisfy condition C     p > 2.   As was noted in the introduction,

this is the same as supposing that  w satisfies  A    and implies that w~  '^f~'>

is of Helson-Szegö form.   For such  w and any analytic function  F satisfying

(3.1) Sup   (if \Fíre'9)\pwíd)dd\
0<r<l\ I

/P<

we will show that

(3.2) [flnSÍF)píd)wíd)ddy/P < c (/^ \Fie'e)\pwid)ddy'P.

Here  Fie' ) = lim     , Fire1) exists almost everywhere since F £ Hp 1 , p. > 1

(see the proof of Lemma 6).

This fact together with Lemma 6 and the hypothesis that  w satisfies C

will prove Theorem 1 for  p > 2.   Of course, if /   is the conjugate of a harmonic

function / and  F is the analytic function F = /+ if , then 5(F)(0) = 25(/)(0).

Since   w~    ^p~       is of Helson-Szegö form, we may write   w = eu+v where

u and  v are bounded and  \\v\\    < (p - l)/7/2.   Since  e" is bounded above and

also below away from zero, we may assume that  u = 0—that is, that  w = ev.

If W(z) = ev(z>-lv(z< ]s tne analytic function associated with w then

Wiz)~   ^p~        is the one  associated with   w~     p~    .    Since   w > 0, Harnack's

principle applied to (2.5) for   w~     p~      and  its  Poisson  integral,   wAre' ),

gives
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,irei0)*> J_   f wU)-l/(p-l)dcb.
l-r  J y[Ñ-é\<\ -r

The constants giving this equivalence of course depend on  y.   Combining this

with (2.3) we obtain

\W{rei8)\-l/(P-l)*_L_   Ç wicb)-X/(p-lUcb.
l-r  ■> y\e-.4>\<\-T

Hence by (2.1),

H 3) \Wire'e)\ * —   f wicb)dcb.
{5,V l-r J y\e-4>\<i-T

Since  p/2 > 1,  (3.2) will follow from proving that there exists a constant  c

such that

f2J SÍF)íd)2wíd)2/pbí6)dd <c(f2Qn \Fiei6)\pwid)dd\
2/P

for every nonnegative  h £ L^p/ '   with  ||^||zö/2\' S ^-   When p - 2 we will always

assume, as we may, that h = 1.

Substituting

5(F)(0)2 =  // ifW*)!2'^,
r(f?)

and then changing the order of integration, we find it is enough to show that

(3*4) ÍÍ    Kir,cb)\F\re^)\2rdrdcb<c(f2on\Fiei*)\pwicb)dcb)2/P

where

w2/pid)bid)d6,K(r, </,) =    f   ,
Jy\6-cp\<l-r

y being a constant depending on <3.    Here we have used the fact that there is a

constant  c  so that

\F'iz)\ < cf^pj \Fie'*)\pwicb)dcb) l/P     for all   |z| <8.

In fact, it follows easily from Cauchy's integral formula for the derivative of an

analytic function that  |F'(z)| < c ¡\n \FÍel<t,)\dcb tot  \z\ <8.   Then by Holder's

inequality and the fact that   w~p   p =  w' '  {p~      is  integrable,

\F'íz)\<c^2"\FÍei*)\pwícb)dcby/P    for   \z\ < 8,

as claimed.
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Let / = l(r, <p) = \d: y\6 - <f>\ < 1 - r\ and let s = (p/2)(l + f) for a small

f > 0  to be chosen.   By Holder's inequality,

k(*-.0)<I*"|(t7 f w2s/p(d)dd)Us(— [ hs\d)dd"
\v\ ' j   yi'i Ji       ¡

Ms'

If we now choose  f sufficiently small and apply Lemma 3, we find that

Kir,<f>)<c\i\(-L fwíd)dd\2/p(— f¡bs'íd)dd\Us'.

By (3.3) and the definition of /,

Kir, </,) < c(l - r2)\Wire^)\2/pgire^)x/s',

where g denotes the Poisson integral of hs  .   Of course,  s' < ip/2)', and there-

fore hs    is integrable to a power strictly larger than 1.   The expression on the

left in (3.4) is therefore at most a constant times

ff    (1 _ rAgire^^'lWire'^^F'ire'^rdrdcp.
z <l

Since ÍWl/pF)' = If'V  + (l/p) Wl/p~ X W'F, it is enough to show the bound in

question for both

(3.5) ff    il-r2)gíre^)x/s'\[WÍre^)X/pFíre'^)\'\2rdrdcfi

i«r«i
and

(3 6) ff    (1 _ r2)gireicp)X/s'\Wire'<p)X/p-XW'ire'cp)Firei'p)\2rdrd(f>.

\í\Íl

We recall that g = h = 1  when p = 2.

We will estimate (3.5) first.   As we easily obtain from changing the order

of integration, (3.5) is majorized by a constant times

ÍT \ §U{rei*)l/s'^{Tei*)F{rei4>)]'\2rdrdAdd-
_r(0) J

Denoting g*id) = Sup j,,^ girelCp), we see this is at most

nV(0)1/sT If  \[WX/pirei4>)Firei(p)\'\2rdrdcp']dd
Lr(ö) J

= png*id)x/s'siwx/pF)id)2dd. .
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To this expression we apply Holder's inequality with exponents ip/2)' and p/2,

obtaining the bound  \\g*\\$2y< 1/s>) \\SÍW1/pF)\\¡.

Since g is the Poisson integral of hs    and (p/2)'(l/s') > 1,

Moreover, the analytic function  W1/pF £ Hp-tot by [14, p. 273], and by (2.2)

f2on\Wireie)l/pFireie)\pde < j2" wi6)\Fiel6 )\p dQ < ~.

Hence, applying the unweighted version of the area integral theorem, we get

\\SiWWpF)\\2p<c\\Wie'e)1/pFieie)\\2p = c(f2"\Fieie)\pwi6)dd): 2/P

This completes the estimate for (3.5).

To estimate (3.6), it will be convenient to let  G  denote the analytic function

g + ig .   Since  h > 0 and is not identically zero,  girel<p) > 0, so that powers of

G are well defined and analytic.   Moreover, g < |G| = |G |   and there-

fore (3.6) is at most

J"J"    (1 _ r2)\W1/p-1WGU2s'F\2rdrdcb.

Since   |W'| = |W| \(v - iv) | = |W| |Vu|   by the Cauchy-Riemann equations, we may

rewrite the expression above as

ff    \WUpGl/2s'F \2il - r2)\V v\2rdr deb.

M<i
We claim that the measure  dp = (1 - r )|Vv|     rdrdeb satisfies the condition

of Lemma 5.   Thus by applying that lemma to the analytic function  W    PG F,

we see the last integral is at most a constant times

j2on \Gíeie)\l/s'\Fíe'd)\2wíd)2/pdd.

By Holder's inequality, this is at most

When p = 2,  G = 1   and this is the desired estimate of (3.6).   When p > 2  then

1 < ip/2)'il/s') < oo, and since the real part of  G on  |z| = 1   is  hs , we obtain

from well-known norm inequalities for the conjugate function that   ||G|| (p/2)'( i/s')

< c||A||.   ,-,,,  < c.   This will complete the estimation of (3.6).
—      "     "(P/2)     —
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To show that dpire1(p) = (1 - r )|^/v(re"*>)\    rdrdtb  satisfies the condition

of Lemma 5, let S be a region of the kind described there.   Then

piS)=  jfil-r2)\Vvirei*)\2rdrd<f> = j   ffil-r2)£±v2irei<p)rdrdcf>.

We want to apply Green's theorem to this expression.   Thus let S,,   k = 1, 2, • • ..

be an increasing sequence of approximating domains for  S—that is, the  S, C S,

have closures contained in   |z| < 1   and have smooth boundaries  dS,   whose

lengths are uniformly bounded by a multiple of the length of dS.   Since A(l - r)

= - 4 is negative,

jj   il-r2) à v2ire^)rdrd^

A "--2>At   v\re'*) dok +j     v2irei<p)

dS,
dm

Ü-T2) dak>

where  d/dr¡,   denotes differentiation along the normal to  dS,   and  do,   denotes

the element of arc length along dS,.   The second integral on the right is clearly

bounded by a constant times   ||f||      (length of  dS,) < c\\vH^Z.   Moreover, since

(1 - r ) |Vv(re     )| < cv*icp), where  v* is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function

of  v, and   ||zv*||     < \\v\\   , the first integral on the right is

dS,

\virei4>)\il-r2) virei<p) da,

< c  v

drlk

i (length of dS,)<c\\v\\2J.

A.  The case  0 < p < 2.  In this section we will complete the proof of

Theorem 1 in the remaining case   1 < p < 2  and prove results for harmonic (an-

alytic) functions for 0 < p < 2.   The basic outline of the proof we will use is

that given by C. Fefferman and E. M. Stein [4] in generalizing results of D. L. Burk-

holder, R. F. Gundy and M. L. Silverstein [l].

To fix the notation, let  /(re    )  be harmonic in   |z| < 1   and let

(4.1)
Si/)id)=   / jf\Vfire'*)\2rdrdcf>y/2,

T(6)

where  Fid) = Her, 8).   For a  8{ > 8, let r,(0) = TÍ8, 8x)  so that  Fid) C 1^(0).

Now let

(4.2)
f*id)=   Sup   |/(reiö)|.
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The main result of this section is then the following theorem.

Theorem 2.   Let wid)  satisfy  A2  and let firel(p)  be harmonic in   \z\ < 1.

Then for a> 0,

<AX\     L D      ,wid)dd<c    L w(8)dd + — (Sû   . a     J*i8)2wid)dd]
(4.3)    J\e:S(/)(9)>a\ ~     |J|f?:/»(0)>a} a2 J i.0:/*<0)<a}' J

Tie constant c  is independent of f and a.

The same result for w = 1   is proved in [A].   The proof of Theorem 2 con-

stitutes the main part of this section.   As a corollary we obtain

Theorem 3. Let f be a harmonic function and let w satisfy A,.   Then for

0<p<2,

{j2onsif)íd)pwíd)dey/p<c(Kyinf*íd)pwíd)ddy,p.

Moreover, if F  is an analytic function whose real part is f then

(j2onsíF)píd)wi8)ddy/p <c(\2onf*íd)pwíd)dd\up.

This will complete the proof of Theorem 1.   For if  1 < p < 2 and w satis-

fies A    (which implies that w  satisfies A2) then by Lemmas 4 and 2,

(j2"f*id)pwid)ddy/p < c(pon\fid)\pwid)d8
up

It is not hard to prove Theorem 3 using Theorem 2.   Since 5(F)(0) =

25(/)(0) for £ = / + if , it is enough to show the version for harmonic /.   But

a-2((,     ,f*2wdd = -a~2 [at2d\it)<a-2 [atkit)dt,
J \f   < a\ ' JO - JO

where  A(i) = jy*>t)wid)dd is the distribution function of /* with respect to the

measure  wid)dd.   Thus by Theorem 2,

f wdd<c    A(a) + a-2  [atk(t)dt   .

Since the left side is the value at a of the distribution function of 5(/) with

respect to wid)dd, we obtain that for p > 0,

J2775(/)i'(0)u'(0)^0<p J"~  ap~x  \kia) + a~2 §aotkit)dt\da

= p $~ ap-xkia)da + p$~ tkit)U~ ap-l da\it.
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If p < 2, this is just a constant depending on p times

pf"t>-l\it)dt= j2o7Tf*i6)pwid)dd.

As a final corollary of Theorem 2 we also obtain the following weak-type

result for p = 1.

Theorem 4.  Let w be any weight which satisfies A..   Suppose fi$) satis-

fies f0n\fid)\w(d)dd < oo, and let fire1 ) denote the Poisson integral of f.    Then

for a> 0,

f wíe)d6<c-\2n\fi6)\wíQ)d6
J\8:S(f)(e)>a\ -   aJ 0    "

with  c independent of f and a.

To see this, we first observe that   w is bounded below by a positive constant.

Indeed, by condition  Ap   cwícb) > ÍI/2tt) ff wid) dd tot all cj> £ (0, 2w).   From

this it follows that  / is integrable.   From Theorem 2,

f wid)dd <c\\ia)+ a'2 [atXit)dt\
J\S(f)>a\ I JO J

where  Ait) = fu*>.tiwid)dd.   By [5 (cf. Lemmas 4 and 2)] condition  A.   implies

that  tX.it) < c ¡ln \fid)\wi0)dd.   Theorem 4 follows immediately.

We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2, beginning with some additional no-

tation.   With  a> 0 fixed, denote  B = \f*> a\ and E = {/*< a ¡.   Write the open

set ß as the union B = (J B    of open intervals B. on  |z| = 1.   Then if Í2 =

Uöpf r(ö)> fl is the complement in  |z| < 1   of "triangular" regions with bases

B ..   If (dO)     is the part of <9iî  in   |z| < 1, then (dO)     is the union of the tops

C. of the triangular regions with bases  B ..

From the fact that  re Tj   it follows that  |/| < a in fi—moreover, each point

of  C. is the center of a circle in which  |/| < a whose radius is proportional to

the distance from the point to   |z| = 1.   From this and the mean-value property

of harmonic functions, it follows easily that  (1 - r )|V/| < ca on  (diî)  .   (See

also the remark following Lemma A.)

For convenience, we will now make several assumptions about / and w.

These will be dropped later.   We will assume that  / is smooth up to and includ-

ing   |z| = 1, and that it is the Poisson integral of its boundary values  fid).

Since   w is a Helson-Szegö weight, it can be written wid) = e"    >+v       where

u is bounded and   |tz| < c < zt/2.   We may clearly assume without loss of general-

ity that  u - 0.   Thus  will) = e^(  ', and we will suppose that vi9) and v Í8) ate

smooth functions on  (0, 277).
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r      wdd< r     ,   wdd + r wdd,
J[s(f)>a\ -   J[S(f)>a\r\E Jß

it is enough to prove an estimate of the kind (4.3) for /{S(/)>ainE wdd.   By

Tschebyshev's inequality,

f zW0<a"2 J   5(/)2(0M0)¿0.

Substituting

5(/)2(0)=   JJ \vfire^)\2rdrdcp
r<0)

and changing the order of integration, we obtain

f ,       wdd <ca~2   (Ç il-r2)wirei<p)\Vfirel<p)\2rdrdch.
J[S(f)>a\nE ~ JJ

Here we have used the facts that 0 = U# e £^(0) and that  L|ö ¿i   .    wdd

< cil - r) wire    ) (cf. also Lemma 1).

By (2.3),

2   f. ,       W0<    ff(l-r2)|W(re^)||v/(re^)|2r¿r^ca'

(4.4)
il

= JJ (1 _ r^e^'^^fHre^ydrd^.

Since A(e72) = /2Ae* + e^At/2) + 2Ve^ • V(/2), the last expression (4.4) equals

JJ (1 - r2)Me»f2)rdrdcp -  jf (1 - r2)/2 A e"rrfr<ty
Q ß

-2  JJ (l-r2)Ve". Vif2)rdrd<p = l + 11 + HI.
1!

Here // is negative, so we simply drop it.   (We could estimate // directly

and in fact will essentially do this when we estimate ///.)   For  /, we use

Green's theorem(2), observe that A(l - r ) = -4<0 and obtain

/< fJdü
íl-r2) -2- íe»f2)

dr,
f (l-r2)
dr¡

,V¡2 do

< cjdü[Ü ~ r2)e"\f\ |V/| + (1 - r2)e^|vH/2 + e»f2]do,

since   |Vv | = |Vi;|  by the Cauchy-Riemann equations.   Write the last integral as

the sum of two, one extended over £ = <9Í2 ní|z| = 1| and the other over (<9fi)  .

(2) Here we meet the usual technical problems caused by the fact that d S2    is not

smooth.   These can easily be overcome by using appropriate approximating domains

and passing to the limit, keeping in mind that all functions are smooth up to   |z| = 1.

The method is standard, and we will not give the details.
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Since all functions are smooth on  |z| < 1   and  r= 1   on  E, the part over  E  is at

most

f  f*id)2e^6)dd=    f   f*2id)wi6)dd.
JE *zf?

For the part over ((90)  , we recall that  |/| < a on idQ)  .   Moreover,

(1 _ T2) |V/| < ca on idQ,)1, and since v is bounded, (1 - r2) |Vj,| < c.   Thus the

part extended over idQ)     is at most a constant times

a2 e^(re     W

^(díí)1

By (2.3),

a2f        ^«'^¿a^cc^f        tzz(re;0)¿a = ca2  J]   f     wireie)da.

Ada)1 AdilA j       Ci

The lemma which follows shows that there exists a constant  c independent of
.a

j such that   A wire1 ) do < c jwiQ) dB-   Adding over ; and recalling that B

is the disjoint union of the  B ., we obtain the required estimate

(4.5) l<cï fEf*id)2wid)dd+ a2fwid)d$\.

Lemma 7. Let B  be an interval on  \z\ = 1   and let  C denote the two line

segments which form the top of the standard "triangular" region with base  B.

Let I be an interval lying along one side of C whose length is at least propor-

tional to its distance from  \z\ = 1; that is, if se1<Pl   is the center of I, then  \l\

> c(l - s) for some constant  c.(') Let (a, b) denote the projection of I onto

|z| = 1.   Then ¡or any w satisfying (2.5) and condition A    for some p,   1 < p < »,

j wire'e)da<c jhwid)dd.

Proof.  We may assume without loss of generality that  ß = (0, ip) and  (a, b)

C(0, t/z/2).   By (2.5)

wire1<p)* —   f, wU)dcb.
1- r    J   \d-4>\< \-r       ^      ^

H
For  re1    £ I,   I - r ç^ 6 so that by the equivalence above and Harnack's principle,

f wirei6)dato fbi^f2oewi<p)ddXd6

AlbMfAf}^AA^Aj^
Applying Holder's inequality with exponents p. > 1   and p'    we obtain

sr^^<c(rAw''ä,y"'(p/[,Ai}'AA'p!.

0) Here c denotes positive constants independent of /  and   B.
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Here

Thus

/.» h ï] "'-*-*/: h |]"#-v
jr(re-*)J„<cpf(L J'JV*)'1^)"'1 < c, /*'«<*«*

by Lemma 3, choosing px  sufficiently close to  1.   The interval (0, 2b) of inte-

gration contains  (a, b).   Moreover, since the length of  / exceeds a constant

times its distance from   |z| = 1, the length of  (fl, b) exceeds a constant times

that of (0, 2b).   But then it follows immediately from (2.5) and Harnack's princi-

ple that f 0b wi<p") dch «¿ /   wich) dcf>,  completing the proof.

It remains to estimate ///, which is somewhat more involved.   Since   | vev| =

e^v\,

I" <  JJ (1 - r2)e*\W\ |/ | | V/ \rdrdcp,
Ü

which by Schwarz's inequality is at most

WJ(l - r2)eAsjv | 2f 2rdrdcf>\ U2 fffil - r2)e^\Vf \ 2r drdch \

Denote

X = ff H-rAe^AifArdrdch,       Y =   {f*2wdd+a2j
SI

and

w t
B

Çj il - r2)eA A v\2f2rdrdcß.

a

Since   |V/| 2 = lA¿síf2), we obtain from (A. A), (4.5) and the estimate above for ///

that  X < c(Y + XVlZVA.   If we show that  Z < cY we will have  X < dY + XVlYVl)

and therefore  X < cY, which will establish Theorem 2.   The rest of this section

is devoted to proving that Z < cY.

Write

(4.6) Z=jjf2dp
Í2

where, since Ae" = ev\^lv \   ,

(4.7) ^(re'^U-r^Ae^2    \drd<¡>.

The idea of the proof is to find an analogue of Lemma 5 for ÍÍ.   One complica-

tion is that   y  is an integration over   |z| = 1   with respect to Lebesgue measure,

rather than one over  dQ, with respect to harmonic measure.
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As always we identify  </> = e1<p, and let   (/>' = re'^ denote the point on 30,

whose projection onto   |z| =1   is  cf>.   Let

¡ficb'),       <b£B.

Thus  / is a continuous function defined on  |z| = 1.   Let fire1®) denote the

Poisson integral of / and let

/"*(</>)=    Sup   Jirei6)
r2(<¿>)

where I\ C T.   We claim there exist constants c and   Cj  such that for every

|8>0,

(4.8) p\rel<p £ Ù: \f irei<p)\ > ß\ < c/{,        { wicb)dcb.

Taking this inequality for distribution functions temporarily for granted, let

us show that it implies  Z < cY.   In fact, we obtain immediately from (4.8) that

^\f\Pdp<c^\T*\pwdcb,       p>0.

a

Taking p = 2 and recalling that w satisfies  A2, we get from Lemma 2 that

Z=  Jff2dp<c$2"T2icb)wicb)dcb

= c ffEf 2i<pMcf>)dcb +  fB f 2icb')wicb)dcb~\

<clf   f*2wdcb+ a2 fBwdcb~\=cY.

We will prove (4.8) in two steps.   We assume without loss of generality that

/ > 0 and define for cb'   e du the function

f**icb')=     Sup   fireie).
r2(4>')

Thus /** is defined on dû.   Let  G' = !</>'  £ dû: f    ((/>')> ß] so that G'  is

the disjoint union of "intervals" /    along <9ii.   Then  \rel(p £ fi: fire1*) > ß\ C

U.T., where  T. are the "triangular" regions with bases  /. which form the

complement in Í2 of UtV í g' ^2^ )•   Thus

and our first step in proving (4.8) will be showing that
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(4.9) ¿2 piT) <c f   wich) dejo,
J G

i

where  G C \\z\ = 1 j is the projection onto  \z\ = 1  of \<j>'  e dû: f**(<f>') > c   ß\,

0 < c.  < 1.
1 *-\y

Now /i(T.) = //T.(l - r2) /\ev rdrdtf,.   If we apply Green's theorem as in §3

and observe that A(l - r2) = - A <0, then

^TH  Lr      lé {l-r2)e-+(l-r2)±e-\]da.
J dTi     LI  07/ 077 | J

Since  e^< «tf,   |0(l - r2)/dr¡\ e" < cm/ and  (1 - r2)|0eV0r,| < «"(1 - r2)|V^| =

cwil - r )|Vt>| < cw.   Thus

(4.10)
piT.)< c f       wire1*)da.

1    -      J f>T .

For any  T. whose base /. lies entirely on  |z| = 1  we have from (4.10) and

Lemma 7 that

pÍT.)<cj¡   wi<f>)dcf>.

Adding over i and noting that  the union of such /. is a subset of both  |z| = 1

and  G , and therefore, is a subset of  G, we obtain (4.9) for such  T ..

Consider next any  T . whose base  /.  lies entirely on one side of the top

C    of the triangular region whose base  B .  is an interval of  B.   It the length of

/    exceeds a fixed constant multiple of its distance to   |z| = 1, we can again

use Lemma 7 (for each side of  T.) and argue as above.   Let us then suppose,

on the other hand, that the length of  /.  is small compared to its distance from

|z| = 1.   Letting 0 . denote the center of /., we have by the definition of G

that /(z.) > ß for some point z . e V A<f> .).   Since  / is positive and harmonic

in  |z| < 1, there exists by Harnack's principle a positive constant c x  indepen-

dent of i such that fiz) > c,/3 for all z in a circle with center z. and radius

c.   times the distance from z. to  |z| = 1.   From this it follows immediately that

f**icf>') > c.ß  for an interval /. of points <p   on C. containing /. which has the

property of Lemma 7.   We now replace all those /,   in / . by /. itself, and all

the corresponding T,   by the similar triangle with base 7 .   Applying Lemma 7

and noting that the projection of /'   onto  |z| = 1   lies in G, we obtain (4.9)

in this case.

The remaining cases of (1) those  T. whose bases contain points from both

sides of a top C , and (2) those  T   whose bases contain points of both the tops
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C.  and the circle   |z| = 1   can be dealt with by combining the arguments above.

This completes the proof of (4.9).

Our final step in proving (4.8) will be showing that  G  lies   in  {/   > cß\.

When combined with (4.9), this will prove (4.8).   Showing that  G C \f   > cß\ is

of course the same as showing that

(4.11) f**i<p')<cT*i<p).

Since  /    ((/>') = Sup     ^i^fire1 ) and  /   (</>) = Supr   /¿Aire' ), it follows from

Lemma 4 that

(4.12)

and

f**icb')<c Sup rlf\o\<ef^ + ^dd
' '|i(iZ7

y U-4>'\
\< (

f*icb)>c    Sup    f"1/. Jicb + d)dd.
0< e<77

Suppose that </> £ B, so that </>    lies on a top C..   Then by (4.12), the only

values of  e  required to determine  /    (</> )  are those values  e > y|<^> - rA'|, and

therefore the integration in (4.12) is always extended over an interval around

c/> whose length is at least proportional to the distance from </> to E.   We now

need the following simple lemma.

Lemma 8.   Let  B . = iu ., v.)  be an interval of B  and let ia, b)  be a sub-

interval of B . whose length exceeds a constant times its distance to the comple-

ment of B ., i.e.   b - a > c. min \a - u ., v. - b\.   Then

[bfid)d6<c Cbfi8)dd
Ja —     J a

with  c  independent of ia, b) and ¡.

Proof.  By definition of J, ¡hJi8)dQ = (bafiQ')dQ.   For the proof we will

assume  a - u . < v. - b.   For convenience, take (zz., v.) = (0, 2A).   Then a < A.
7-7 1        1

Case 1.   b < A.   Then the complex variable   9 , whose argument is  0, has

distance from  |z| = 1  equivalent to 6.   Thus by simple estimates on the Poisson

kernel ([14, Vol. I, p. 96], and   |sin <v| < c\u\)

fí6')>c[n  fiy)—-?-   dy>cfbfiy)--1-   dy.
J-"        e2 + Í6 - y)2 Ja        62 + Í6- y)2

Therefore
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íbTíe)dd>c[bfíy){(b-6-lÊ—\dy
Ja ~Ja Va02 + {d_y)2f

> c

since by hypothesis there exists a constant   c.   satisfying 0 < c, < 1   and  c.b

> a.

Case 2.  b > A.   If for a fixed  c, 1 <c<2, b > cA then since a - u. < v. - b
i —   i

both subintervals (a. A) and (A, è) of (a, b) are of the type considered in Case

1.   The result follows by adding.   If  b < cA, then since  / is nonnegative we

have by Harnack's principle that fid') for A < 0 < b is proportional to the value of / at

the point whose argument is 0 and whose distance from   |z| = 1   is  0.   Thus we have,

for all a <d < b,

/(Ô')>cfWJ(y)-r—- dy,
J-"        d2+id-y)2

and we may continue the argument as in Case 1.   This completes the proof of

Lemma 8.

The claim (4.11) follows easily from Lemma 8 and the expressions above for

/      and  / .   In fact, if  </> £ B  we have already noted that the integration in

(4.12) is always over an interval whose length is at least proportional to the

distance from  </> to  F.   Thus for  e > y|</> — tf> \,

f., /(</>+0V0= r + r + r
J\0\<e      ^ J fi,       JRn       JI1       " " 2       ' R 3

where   R.   is the part of the interval of   B  containing  <p in (r/> - c, </> + e), R 2

is the rest of (<p - f, </> + f) in  B, and  R    is the part of (</> - i, <p + f) in  £.

Since   Rx   is the type of interval  (a, Z>)  of Lemma 8, we have /R   f dd < cfR  fdd-

Since  (cS - e, </> + e)  is a whole interval, Lemma 8 also implies the same inequal-

ity with Rj  replaced by Rr   Finally, since / = / in £, [R fdd = fR fdd-   Thus

íwJí<P+e)dd<_c\wTícfi + d)dd

for such  (, and (4.11) follows.

In case  </> e E, we must consider /|g|<,,/(<^ + 0)^0 f°r all « > 0.   In this

case, however, the integral splits into parts of kind  R2  and  R^  only, and

(4.11) follows as above.

The proof of Theorem 2 is now complete in the case that  /, v and  v   are

smooth in  |z| < 1.   It is not difficult to remove these assumptions by approximation
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arguments.   Let  vid) be any function satisfying   \vid)\ < c < u/2  and let wid) =

eVK   '.   Then   |iz(pe'  )| < c < zt/2, and as functions of  6 for fixed  p < 1, both

vipe'  ) and its conjugate  vipe1 ) have Poisson integrals which are smooth in

|z| < 1.   Thus  w  id) = ev{pe'  ]  satisfies the conclusion (4.3) of Theorem 2.

(We are still assuming / is smooth in  |z| < 1.)   But wpid) r- wipe1 ) by (2.3), and

(4.3) for  w follows from the   L -convergence of  uipe'A   to wid).   Finally, we
.a

can remove the assumption that  / be   smooth in   |z| < 1 by using f Are1 ) =

fipre'6).   For (4.3) holds for /     and /* //* and  Sif )   / SÍf) as p   /  1.   Thus

(4.3) for / follows without difficulty from the monotone convergence theorem.
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